
ConferenCe on the future 
of Iraq and the turkmen 

towards the referendum 

ORSAM and TEPAV cooperated to hold a conference en-
titled “The Future of Iraq and the Turkmen towards the 
Referendum” on 15 September 2017. Iraqi Turkmen Front 
Leader and Kirkuk Deputy of the Iraqi Parliament Erşat Sa-
lihi attended the conference as a speaker. Turkish academi-
cians, press members, expert researchers, representatives of 
Turkmen institutions and a wide audience participated in 
the conference in addition to the representatives of the em-
bassies of various countries. Erşat Salihi delivered a speech 
on the effects of the referendum planned to be held by KRG 
on Iraq and Turkmens, the current situation of Turkmen re-
gions and the attitude of Turkmen politicians concerning the 
developments in Iraq.
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In the conference, the following issues were addressed:
•	 The	relations	between	Iraqi	and	Syrian	Turkmens,	
•	 The	effects	of	the	envisaged	referendum	on	Turkmen	regions,	
•	 The	effects	of	unilateral	steps	in	Kirkuk,
•	 Turkmens’	fight	against	ISIL,
•	 The	return	of	displaced	Turkmens,
•	 The	flag	crisis	in	Kirkuk,
•	 The	dismissal	of	Kirkuk	Governor	Najmaldin	Karim,	
•	 Turkmens’	importance	in	Iraqi	social	structure,	
•	 Kirkuk’s	importance	for	Turkmens	and	Kurds,
•	 The	post-2003	demographic	change	in	Kirkuk,	
•	 The	importance	of	Iraqi	territorial	integrity,	
•	 The	post-2014	developments	in	Talafar,	
•	 The	establishment	and	officialization	of	al-Hashd	al-Shaabi,	
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•	 The	establishment	of	Turk-
men	Coordination	Council,

•	 The	 negotiations	 between	
Erbil	and	Baghdad,

•	 The	 importance	 of	 Habur	
Border	Gate	for	KRG,

•	 Kirkuk	oil,
•	 The	 difficulties	 that	Turk-

mens	have	gone	through	in	Iraq,
•	 Granting	 a	 special	 statute	

to	Kirkuk.

The	 following	 points	 came	
forth in the conference held within 
the	scope	of	these	issues.

*	 Iraqi	and	Syrian	Turkmens	share	the	concerns	of	Iraq	and	defend	
Iraqi	 territorial	 integrity.	 Iraqi	and	Syrian	Turkmens	go	 through	difficult	
times	and	face	a	new	crisis	upon	the	planned	referendum.	Kurds	were	treat-
ed	unjustly	by	the	Arabization	policies	as	well	as	Turkmens	under	Saddam	
Hussein.	Despite	this,	Kurds	also	behave	unjustly	towards	Turkmens	today	
and	want	to	displace	them.	Changing	the	structure	of	Kirkuk	which	is	the	
miniature	of	Iraq	will	disturb	the	balance	in	Iraq	and	the	region.	The	uni-
lateral	steps	contradict	the	spirit	of	brotherhood	in	the	region.	The	planned	
referendum	should	not	be	postponed	but	cancelled	indefinitely.

*	 Since	 KRG	 was	 established	 in	 line	 with	 the	 Iraqi	 Constitution,	
Turkmens	respect	this	structure.	Although	Iraqi	Turkmen	Front	took	part	in	
the	elections	held	in	northern	Iraq,	gained	the	right	of	representation	in	the	
parliament	and	became	the	second	element	in	KRG,	puppet	representatives	
were	appointed	by	KRG	to	the	minority	quota	set	for	Turkmens.

*	 Living	 in	 their	 own	 region	without	making	 concessions	 to	 their	
culture	 and	 language	 and	 acting	 as	 a	 bridge	 between	 Turkey	 and	 Iraq,	
Turkmens	had	a	lot	of	martyrs	in	the	fight	against	ISIL.	As	in	the	district	
of	Tuz	Khurmatu	which	had	a	population	of	80.000	people	and	had	2.000	
martyrs,	Talafar	which	had	a	population	of	400.000-500.000	people	gave	
a	 large	 number	 of	martyrs	 and	 almost	 no	Turkmen	was	 left	 in	 this	 dis-
trict.	Turkmens	who	were	displaced	from	Talafar	want	to	turn	back	to	their	
houses.	All	groups	will	gain	benefits	if	stability	is	secured	in	Iraq.	Within	
this	 context,	 everyone	giving	 support	 against	 ISIL	 in	 Iraq	 should	object	
to	 the	 referendum.	As	 in	 Iraq,	Turkmen	 regions	 in	 Syria	 are	 also	 under	
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threat.	There	are	lines	of	descent	between	Turkmens	living	in	Talabyad	
and	Talafar.	As	seen	in	Sinjar,	all	the	regions	surrendered	by	ISIL	are	left	
to	PKK/PYD.	In	this	sense,	Talafar	poses	the	biggest	fear	that	Turkmens	
face.	Turkmens	do	not	want	PYD/PKK	to	be	settled	in	Talafar	as	it	did	in	
Sinjar.	PKK	settlement	in	Talafar	will	not	be	the	winning	side.	

*	 The	raising	of	KRG	flag	 in	 the	official	buildings	 in	Kirkuk	has	
no	legal	ground.	When	Turkmens	criticized	this	act,	it	was	said	that	“they	
should	 criticize	 it	 in	 the	 parliament”	 but	when	 the	 parliament	 decided	
to	bring	down	the	flags,	 it	was	said	 that	“there	was	no	court	decision”.	
However,	when	a	court	decision	was	rendered	upon	application,	 it	was	
not	recognized.	

*	 23	September	was	set	 for	 the	operation	 to	 liberate	 the	Hawijah	
district	in	Kirkuk.	However,	KRG	took	a	referendum	decision	on	25	Sep-
tember.	KRG	does	 not	 favor	 the	 launching	of	 the	 operation	 to	 liberate	
Hawijah.	The	 referendum	decision	does	not	have	any	 legal	dimension.	
No	law	has	been	enacted	for	the	referendum	either	in	the	Iraqi	parliament	
or	the	KRG	parliament.	Two	parties	made	an	agreement	and	took	a	deci-
sion	accordingly.	Holding	the	referendum	in	disputed	territories	may	lead	
to	a	civil	war.
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*	 Kirkuk	 Governor	 Najmal-
din	 Karim	 was	 discharged	 for	
corruption.	 The	 discharge	 of	 the	
governor	 against	 whom	 hundreds	
of	corruption	cases	have	been	filed	
has nothing to do with the ref-
erendum	 decision.	 Kirkuk	 popu-
lation	has	 increased	from	850.000	
to	 1.650.000	 after	 2003.	 Those	
recently	 arriving	 in	 Kirkuk	 are	
Kurds	and	this	situation	has	led	to	
a	demographic	change.	Within	this	
context,	Turkmens	 defend	 a	 com-
mon	life.	

*	 Iraqi	 territorial	 integrity	
concerns	 all	 the	 neighbors.	 Turk-
mens	are	the	social	cement	of	Iraq	and	thus,	ISIL	first	targeted	Turkmens	
and	the	regions	in	which	they	lived.		In	this	process,	Turkmens	assign	dele-
gations	everywhere	in	order	to	show	the	truth.	Bargaining	efforts	are	made	
with	the	administration	in	Erbil,	Baghdad	and	other	actors	regarding	the	
referendum.	According	to	Turkmens	who	do	not	favor	the	postponement	
of	the	referendum	but	its	cancellation	and	want	no	one	to	be	harmed	by	it,	
Kurds	will	be	harmed	more	than	the	other	groups	if	the	referendum	is	held.	

*	 Kurds	want	to	add	al-Kut	into	their	borders	since	it	is	an	oil	pool,	
although	it	is	located	in	the	south	of	Iraq.	The	provincial	councils	of	Diya-
lah	and	Salahaddin	issued	a	decision	not	to	hold	the	referendum	in	these	
provinces.	These	decisions	clearly	show	that	Turkmens	never	prefer	armed	
conflicts	and	are	in	favor	of	solving	the	problems	by	legal	means.

*	 Turkmens	constitute	the	group	acting	the	most	collectively	in	Iraq.	
Turkmen	Coordination	Council	 has	 been	 established	with	 the	 participa-
tion	of	Iraqi	Turkmen	Front	and	Turkmens	in	other	parties.	I	am	here	to	
represent	not	only	Iraqi	Turkmen	Front	but	also	the	entire	council.	When	
national	issues	are	on	the	agenda,	all	Turkmens	can	find	a	common	point.

*	 Everyone	should	be	open	to	criticism,	no	one	is	uncriticizable.	Tur-
key	may	also	be	subject	to	criticism	when	necessary.	Iraqi	Turkmens	may	
demand	help	from	anyone	when	they	face	difficulties.	The	groups	trained	
and	armed	by	Europe	will	pose	threat	 to	Turkmens.	Everyone	should	be	
aware	of	this	threat	today.	The	life	safety	of	Turkmen	people	is	in	danger.	
The	responsibility	for	this	is	upon	the	Iraqi	central	government.

*	 If	the	referendum	is	held,	Turkmens	have	two	options	–that	we	will	
declare	after	the	referendum.	Turkmens	were	able	to	issue	three	decisions	
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they	supported	even	 though	Turkmens	did	not	have	armed	 forces.	Fur-
thermore,	 they	were	 able	 to	 have	 these	 decisions	 taken	 although	 there	
were	only	7	Turkmen	deputies	to	60	Kurdish	deputies.

*	 Kirkuk	is	important	since	Turkmens	see	it	as	a	Turkmen	city.	On	
the	other	hand,	Kurds	attach	importance	to	Kirkuk	due	to	oil	sources.	This	
city	is	also	important	for	Turkey	and	other	countries.

*	 Kirkuk	population	increased	systematically,	Kurdish	population	
was	 displaced	 after	 2003.	 If	Kurds	 had	 to	migrate	 from	Kirkuk	 under	
Saddam	Hussein,	Turkmens	were	also	forced	to	migration.	Kurds	coming	
from	outside	also	have	an	identity	card	issued	in	Kirkuk	and	vote	in	two	
different	provinces	since	they	are	registered	in	two	provinces.

*	 Each	nation	can	set	a	goal	for	itself.	However,	these	goals	should	
be	 limited	 to	 their	 own	 regions.	The	groups	 setting	goals	 outside	 their	
own	regions	lead	to	conflicts.	Erbil	was	a	Turkmen	province	50	years	ago.	
A	sectarian	fight	was	triggered	in	Talafar.	Puppet	Turkmens	do	politics	in	
northern	Iraq.	These	puppet	politicians	are	backed	by	KRG	in	order	to	fill	
the	quota	of	Turkmens.	These	policies	are	similar	to	those	implemented	
by	Saddam	Hussein.	Under	Saddam	Hussein,	puppet	Kurdish	politicians	
were	supported	by	the	regime	in	Baghdad.	Turkmens	do	not	have	suffi-
cient	rights	in	northern	Iraq.	

*	 The	sectarian	fight	among	Iraqi	Turkmens	has	broken	out	only	in	
Talafar.	No	sectarian	fight	has	taken	place	in	any	other	Turkmen	region.	
However,	Sunni	and	Shiite	Turkmens	voted	for	me.	What	was	happening	
in	Talafar	in	2014	is	related	to	the	developments	in	Syria.	The	sectarian	
fight	 in	Talafar	was	 triggered	by	external	effects.	Baghdad	government	
does	not	allow	PKK	to	approach	Talafar.	Turkmens	who	used	to	live	in	
Talafar	but	fled	to	the	north	and	south	want	to	return	to	their	houses.

*	 If	Erbil	and	Baghdad	sit	at	the	bargaining	table	after	the	referen-
dum,	 the	future	bargainings	will	be	made	over	Turkmen	regions.	Turk-
mens	will	not	accept	any	price	that	they	will	have	to	pay.	We	do	not	want	
Erbil	and	Baghdad	government	to	make	a	secret	deal.	Such	a	secret	deal	
may	lead	to	a	war.	

*	 Oil	 is	 extracted	 in	 Kirkuk.	 However,	 it	 is	 not	 announced	 how	
many	barrels	of	oil	are	extracted	per	day	in	Kirkuk.	KDP	and	PUK	fight-
ing	each	other	for	3	years	for	the	control	of	Habur	Border	Gate	will	risk	
fighting	for	long	years	for	Kirkuk	oil.	Turkmens	are	affected	the	most	by	
the	 regional	conflicts	 since	 the	conflicts	break	out	 in	Turkmen	 regions.	
We	are	concerned	that	the	weapons	provided	by	the	West	will	be	target	
Turkmens.	If	the	weapons	are	used	by	this	means,	we	will	declare	it	to	the	
international	public	opinion.
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*	 Iraqi	 Turkmens	 need	 the	
support	of	the	NGOs	in	Turkey	and	
other	countries.	

*	 Turkmens	 and	 Kurds	 live	
together	and	do	not	bear	enmity	to-
wards	 each	 other.	However,	 some	
Kurdish	politicians	such	as	Kirkuk	
Governor	 Najmaldin	 Karim	 take	
actions	 which	 will	 trigger	 enmity	
among	two	groups.	This	affects	the	
relations	 between	 Turkmens	 and	
Kurds.	

*	 While	 Mosul	 and	 Sinjar	
were	surrendered	to	ISIL,	the	Iraqi	
army	was	 present	 in	Mosul	 and	 the	 peshmerga	was	 in	Sinjar.	Al-Hashd	
al-Shaabi	was	 established	 upon	 the	 fatwa	 of	 the	 religious	 authorities	 in	
Iraq,	 to	 fight	 against	 ISIL.	Al-Hashd	 al-Shaabi	 helps	 the	 Iraqi	 army	 to-
day.	If	Iran	supported	al-Hashd	al-Shaabi,	Turkey	backed	the	peshmerga.	
Everyone	can	make	mistakes,	certain	figures	 in	al-Hashd	al-Shaabi	may	
have	 made	 mistakes	 as	 well.	 However,	 al-Hashd	 al-Shaabi	 is	 affiliated	
with	the	official	security	forces	in	accordance	with	the	decision	of	the	Iraqi	
parliament.	

*	 Not	 only	 the	 peshmerga	 but	 also	 PKK	 terrorists	 have	 also	 been	
deployed	in	Kirkuk.	Turkmens	have	voluntary	Turkmen	forces	in	Kirkuk	
as	well.	Furthermore,	Turkmen	armed	forces	are	both	present	in	al-Hashd	
al-Shaabi	and	they	protect	their	own	villages	as	tribes.		

*	 The	Goran	Movement	boycotts	the	parliamentary	sessions	held	for	
the	 referendum	 in	KRG.	This	 situation	 shows	 that	 the	 problems	 among	
Kurdish	groups	have	not	been	resolved	and	have	been	ongoing.	It	is	criti-
cized	that	Turkmens	are	not	united	but	no	one	mentions	about	the	divisions	
among	Kurds.	While	 there	 are	 even	 certain	Kurdish	 groups	 that	 do	 not	
accept	the	referendum,	how	will	others	accept	it?	

*	 Iraqi	and	Syrian	Turkmens	are	the	people	of	the	same	region	and	
build	consensus	among	themselves.	Syrian	Turkmens	should	be	integrated	
into	the	new	political	structure	which	will	be	built	in	Syria	in	the	future.

*	 The	ongoing	developments	in	Kirkuk	are	not	covered	sufficiently	
by	Turkey’s	agenda.	Iraqi	Turkmens	have	been	left	 to	 their	own	fate	for	
100	years	since	the	dissolution	of	the	Ottoman	Empire.	The	massacre	of	
Turkmens	in	Kirkuk	in	1959	was	censored	in	Turkish	newspapers.	Despite	
all	this,	Turkmen	nation	continues	to	exist	in	Iraq	today.	
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*	 Turkmens	want	to	live	a	common	life	in	Kirkuk.	The	only	
condition	for	this	is	to	stop	playing	games	on	Turkmen	identity.

*	 The	presidency	of	Masoud	Barzani	has	expired.	An	offer	
was	made	to	him	not	to	hold	any	referendum	in	the	disputed	terri-
tories	in	return	for	a	2-year	increase	in	his	presidency.

*	 KRG	indicates	that	it	cannot	receive	the	budget	share	from	
Baghdad	government.	However,	KRG	receives	the	share	it	should	
take	from	the	budget	of	oil	sales.	KRG	receives	higher	income	by	
illegally	selling	oil	in	addition	to	the	oil	income	it	earns.

*	 The	United	Nations	 supports	 the	 idea	 of	 granting	 a	 spe-
cial	statute	to	Kirkuk.	If	Kirkuk	is	granted	with	a	special	statute,	
Kirkuk	will	be	governed	without	being	affiliated	to	any	region.	
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